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Abstract A space is called supercompact if it has an open subbase

such that every cover consisting of elements of the subbase has a

subcover consisting of two elements. In this paper we prove that

the quotient space of a supercompact space obtained by identifying

a finiteset or a closed G^-set to a point is also supercompact thus

answering a question of M. G. Bell.
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1. Introduction.

All spaces in this paper are assumed to be Hausdorff. Supercompact spaces,

introduced by de Groot [4], are spaces X which possess an open subbase Q

such that every cover of X consisting of members of Q has a subcover of at

most 2 members. For our purposes it is more elegant to work with closed

subbase. A collection of sets Q is linked if every 2 members of Q has a non-

empty intersection. A collection of sets Q is binary if every linked subcollec-

tion of Q has a non-empty intersection. So, X is supercompact if and only if

it has a binary closed subbase.

Many compact spaces, but not all, are supercompact. For example, all

compact metric spaces are supercompact [3, 6] ; all continuous images of com-

pact ordered spaces are supercompact [2]. On the other hand, the author

recently proved that every cluster point of a countable subset of a supercompact

space is the limit of a nontrivial sequence [7] ; therefore there exist many

non-supercompact compact spaces. In 1990, Bell [1] gave a negative answer

for the question of whether all dyadic spaces (=continuous images of 2K) are

supercompact. In fact, Bell proved that there exists a supercompact subset

Ad2a>3 such that the quotient space obtained by identifying A to a point is not
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supercompact. Thus the question of whether the quotient space of a super-

compact space obtained by identifying a finite set to a point is supercompact

was raised [1], Bell himself proved that it is true if X is zero-dimensional.

In the present paper we give a positive answer to this question. Moreover we

show that it is also true if a finite set is replaced by a closed G^-set. We

finallywant to note that there exists a non-supercompact space which is an at

most 2 to 1 irreducible image of a supercompact space [5].

2. Preliminaries.

It is trivialthat the smallest collection which contains a binary collection

and is closed with respect to arbitrary intersections is also binary. Thus we

assume throughout this paper that all closed subbase are closed with respect to

arbitrary intersections. For a collection Q of sets let

g<u={JLClS: JL is finite}.

The following Lemma 1 has a short proof which has been mentioned in many

papers [e.g., 1, 3 and 7].

Lemma 1. Let X be a compact space and G a closed subbase for X. Then

for every closed set F and every open set UZDF there existsJ.^Q<<O such that

FCWJCf/.

Lemma 2. Under the assumptionsof Lemma 1, thereexistsJ,^2<m suchthat

FnS^0 for every S&J. and

Feint (WjJ)CW JlaU.

Proof. By the normality of X, there exists an open set V such that

FczVdVciU. It follows from Lemma 1 that there exists 5e5<ffl such that

VcLVJBCLU. Then J={Se.S: SnF^0} satisfiesthe required conditions.

Lemma 3. Let X be a compact space and Q a closed subbase for X. Then

for every Se5 and any closed sets E, FdX with Er＼F ―0 there existsJg5<(0

such that S―＼JJi and either TnE=0 or Tr＼F=0 for each T<=J..

Proof. Because Er＼F=0, there existsan open set U such that EaUd

U(zX＼F. Thus, by Lemma 1, there existsJ.u J.Z<=G<Q>such that

£/CWcAcX＼F
and

S＼Ud＼JJl≫C.X＼E.
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Then Ji―{Tr＼S: TejZiWcA} satisfiesthe required conditions.
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3. Results

Let X be a space and A a closed subset of X. By X MOD A we denote

the quotientspace of X obtained by identifyingA to a point and by iz: X-+

X MOD A the Quotientman.

Theorem 1. If X is a supercompact space and A is a finite subset of X

then X MOD A is also super compact.

Proof. By induction, it sufficesto prove our theorem in case A= {p, q).

Let Q be a binary closed subbase for X. It follows from Lemma 2 that there

exist 5≫,QeQ<≫ such that

j!)enffnmt(Uff);

^Gnenint(ws))

and

(W5>)n(WQ)=0.

Let

5!={S<=£: Sn^4^0 and either ScW5> or ScW£>} ;

52={Se5: Sr＼A=0 and either Sn£P=0 or Sn＼JQ=0}

and

To complete the proof, we only have to check that 7v(G0)is a binary closed

subbase for X MOD A. Lemma 3 implies that every Sg§ satisfying SnA=0

can be represented as an union of finiteelements of Q%. It follows that

(A) for every open set UZ)A there exists JL^G2<Q) such that X＼UdKJJ.Cl

X＼A;

(B) for every point xgX＼A and every open set U^x with Ur＼A=0

there exists JGfi0<fflsuch that X＼U(ZUJlclX＼{x}.

In fact, (A) is obtained immediately. For (B), there exists S'<=G<(O such

that

/>en.0'nmt(U2>')

and _

yj&'nU=0.

Thus

/>eint(W{P'nP: P'es" and PgS1}).

Clearly, P'nP^Gi but P'nP^x for all P'ge^' and all Peff. That is, there

exists ci,e5i<<u such that
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jfreint(WcA) but ＼jj.^x. (*)

Similarly, there exists JL2^Si<a> such that

<?emt(W<J2) but ＼JJ,z^>x. (**)

Moreover, Lemma 1 implies that there exists J3Gfi2<fflsuch that

X＼(f/Wmt(Wcii)Wint(Uci2))CWJ3cZ＼{x, p, q},

Thus it follows from (*) and (**) that
<J=<JiWJ2W<J3

satisfiesthe required

conditions in (B).

It is clear that(A) and (B) imply that 7c(S0)is a closed subbase for X MOD A.

Finally, we show that 7t(G0)is binary. Let JKz£0 such that iz(J) is linked.

If J.C.81 or JidSz, then it is trivialto verify that r＼n{J)^0. If JltfiQi and

Jl(£G2,then either SnW£P=0 for every SejJ or Sr＼＼J3)―0 for every 5e^.

Thus J. is linked and hence r＼J.^0. So we have r＼7t(Jl)^0.

Theorem 2. // X is a supercompact space and A is a closed Gg-subset of

X, then X MOD A is also super compact.

Proof. Let Q be a binary closed subbase for X. Then, by Lemma 2,

there exists a sequence {<Bn: n=l,2, ■-■}in Q<m such that

(1) for every n and every B<=Bn> B(~＼A^0＼

(2) for every n,

^Cint(U^n+i)CU.Rn+iCint(U^n);

(3) A=n{VJ<8n: n = l, 2, ･･･}.

Let

gx=＼j{<Bn; n = l, 2, ･･･};

52={Se5: SnA=0 and for every pair E, F<eQX)

if Er＼F-0 then either Sn£=0 or Sr＼F=0}.

Now suppose that S^Q satisfies Sr＼A=0. Then there exists n such that

Sn(W^n) = 0. Let

$=-＼J{Bi'. i= l, ･■･,n ―1}

and

{(£*,F*): *= 1, -, k} = {(E, F)e^x^: £nF = 0}.

Then for every i^k, Lemma 3 implies that there exist Si, ･■■, Slm(i)^Q such

that

S=S1U ･･･VJSlw



and for each j

Thus
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= 1. -,m(i)

Sijr＼Ei=0 or SjnFf=0

s=rMSir＼-r＼SimW:

= U{n{S>U): i

/

=1,-,*}

=1, ･･･,k}: /6n(l, -,m(0}}.
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It is trivialthat r＼{S}U): *=1, ■･･,k}^Sz for every /snUjl, ･･･,m(i)}. Hence,

for every Se£, if SC＼A―0, then S can be represented as a union of finite

elements of Q%. Then, using the same method as Theorem 1, we can show

that 7r(g1＼JS2)is a binary closed subbase for X MOD A.
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Added in Proof. It can be proved that the converse of Theorem 1 is also

true, but the converse of Theorem 2 is not true even in the case that the closed

G^-set is suoercomoact.




